It was recently found that nociceptive sensations (stinging, pricking, or burning) can be evoked by cooling or heating the skin to innocuous temperatures (e.g., 29 and 37°C). Here, we show that this low-threshold thermal nociception (LTN) can be traced to sensitive 'spots' in the skin equivalent to classically defined warm spots and cold spots. Because earlier work had shown that LTN is inhibited by simply touching a thermode to the skin, a spatial search procedure was devised that minimized tactile stimulation by sliding small thermodes (16 and 1 mm 2 ) set to 28 or 36°C slowly across the lubricated skin of the forearm. The procedure uncovered three types of temperature-sensitive sites (thermal, bimodal, and nociceptive) that contained one or more thermal, nociceptive, or (rarely) bimodal spots. Repeated testing indicated that bimodal and nociceptive sites were less stable over time than thermal sites, and that mechanical contact differentially inhibited nociceptive sensations. Intensity ratings collected over a range of temperatures showed that LTN increased monotonically on heat-sensitive sites but not on cold-sensitive sites. These results provide psychophysical evidence that stimulation from primary afferent fibers with thresholds in the range of warm fibers and cold fibers is relayed to the pain pathway. However, the labile nature of LTN implies that these low-threshold nociceptive inputs are subject to inhibitory controls. The implications of these findings for the roles of putative temperature receptors and nociceptors in innocuous thermoreception and thermal pain are discussed. Ó
Introduction
Proposed by von Frey over a century ago, the specificity theory of somesthesis grew out of the discovery that the sensitivities to touch, temperature and pain were distributed separately throughout the skin in a spot-like manner [7, 54] . The basic tenets of the theory as it pertains to temperature sensitivity subsequently received support from a variety of electrophysiological and psychophysical findings. The discovery of putative 'warm fibers' and 'cold fibers' that had thermal thresholds in the nonpainful temperature range [37-39] and punctate receptive fields [18,38,45] provided a physiological basis for warm spots and cold spots, and evidence that stimulation of the spots evoked only sensations of warmth or cold [17,42] gave psychophysical credence to the assumption that warm fibers and cold fibers encode only thermal sensations. Further support for the sensory specificity of temperature spots came from the phenomena of 'paradoxical' cold and warmth, which sometimes occur when warm spots and cold spots are stimulated by temperatures of opposite pole [7, 43, 56] .
